ONLINE TESTING IS HERE TO STAY.
Loyalist Exam Services (LES) provides your online or paper exams and charges fees only for the exam services your organization requires.
Competitive pricing combined with an innovative and experienced exam processing team ensures that exams
provided to your organization become a lot less daunting for both you and your test takers.

5,000 or 500 exams LES requires no
minimum number of exams annually.
“The culture here at Tableau embraces risk when it comes to innovation in technology. Our users are visionaries, artists and explorers of data
and we require a testing platform that measures those competences. No existing platform met those needs. LES was already providing some
key components and we could see the potential of taking it to the next level. Together, we built the remaining pieces that led to a secure
environment for our intellectual property and the hands-on platform that we needed.” Rebecca Nelson, Senior Certification Program Manager, November 2013

We helped Tableau achieve their exam goals. How can we help out your organization? LET’S TALK!
INNOVATIVE
LES is immersed in a culture that wakes up every morning with the goal to continually improve our
exam services. This means our clients (see quote on this page) and exam candidates receive services
that are invented to ensure a premium testing experience.

ACCESSIBLE
We are open all day and all night; 365 days a year.
Book an exam anywhere; anytime.
Use a standard desktop computer and web camera.
Follow the sun support is available via CHAT, phone or email.

FLEXIBILITY
Whatever is your best process we are able to adapt to it. (we don’t make your organization fit into our process)
Ability to provide paper, computer based or online exams.
We can provide exams with our without a proctor.

PROCTORS
Certified, trained professionals that are able to provide IT support.
Best screen to proctor ratio in the sector (only 4 exam candidates to each proctor).
Trained to respond to aberrant behaviour.
Proctors are recorded and evaluated for every exam session.

VALUE
Start-up costs are nominal. Our goal is to provide your organization’s exams online for a reasonable fee.
Our exam services are not bundled. You will only pay for services and exams used.

ONLY PAY for the EXAMS you USE
Why pay for 5,000 exams when your Organization uses 500?
No annual minimum exam requirement • No hidden fees
www.loyalistexamservices.com

